We do not have current contact information for these alumni. Can you help us reconnect with them? If you have correct contact information for any of the alumni listed below, please contact the Oberlin College Alumni Office at (440) 775-8692, (800) 693-3167, or alumni@oberlin.edu. You can also contact Class President Eric Rosenberg at eric75@world.oberlin.edu. Thank you!

Edward Aaron       Raymond Gunn       Jeffrey Rubin
Andrew Agree       Lindsay Guy       June Rugh
Robert Alexander   Allen Haag         Charles Sacks
Gary Anderson      Mary Hagins         Thomas Saler
Julie Anixter      Bachir Haskouri     Brigitte Sander
Richard Atamian    Dean Hill           Laura White Schneider
Diaris Bates-Jackson Julie Homi        Dara Shahgholi
Susan Bensman Berning Vicki Huber       Laurence Shengold
Alan Bernstein     Lynn Hudson         Antoinette Frazzini
Christina Bol Bol   Dwight Johnson      Shumaker
Janet Scott Brandell George Jones       Suzanne Smith
Peter Buttolph     Cheryl Hiller Jorban Karl Spahn
James Campbell     Tema Kaiser         Harlan Storey
Susan Sheldon Choudhari Andy Kaufman     Josalyn Taylor
Lee Cohn           Mary Kear           Edward Tufankjian
Anne Daro          Nancy Keller        David Vanstone
William Dowling    Bradley Kelley      Larry Watts
Susan Hamilton Dussell Joseph Kelly      David Weinberg
Karen Eckstein     George Koestner     David White
Janine Egert       Jan Levy            Perry Wiggins
Susan Elmore       Kathleen Loomis     Jonathan Williams
Michael Fine       Marsha Waxman Lozoff  Michael Williams
Elizabeth Fonseca- Downey Philip Lucas    Karen Wimmer
John Frazer        Richard Mathes      Linda Wodarski
Douglas Freede     Stephanie Goldman Meis Andrew Yavornitzky
Karen Friedlander  Richard Miller      John Young
Judith Gammerman   Diane Monroe        Monciella Young
Christopher Gardella Charles Obold       Nancy White Zausner
Carol Smith Gober  Victoria Pfann-Englund Eric Zencey
Seth Goldstein     Ann Roberts

*This list was compiled on October 4, 2013.